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8672 Fractal Cloth
Part 1

Models and
Textures MMH 56-12800 Kzinistzerg 2008-06-29

Fractal Cloth aims to retexture most of the non-clothing
cloth in Morrowind. Part 1 covers the bedcovers and the

pillow. Changelog:Version 1.0: Created Textures

8158 TESCS Icons
v2.1 Miscellaneous MMH 53-13403 Kzinistzerg 2009-05-10

* * REQUIREMENTS -------------------- Technically, you don't
even have to have any Elder Scrolls game installed. They
Should be compatible with everything. However, these
Icons were made for Windows (windows .ico format), so

they may look funky on a Ma...

7415 KZ's
Spellpack

Magic and
Spells MMH 51-13736 Kzinistzerg 2009-11-08

Adds in a set of tiered spells for fire, frost, shock, and
poison damage, and as a bonus also some crippling spells.

The spells are addable via console or you can purchase
them from a new NPC in each Mages' Guild:     Ald'Ruhn

Mages Guild: Raksada, a male Khajiit, downstairs,...

5325
Aspects of
the Litter
Classes

Classes MMH 20-12772 Kzinistzerg 2008-06-17

Adds in five new classes: Gilded Tongue, Nimble Paws,
Subtle Eyes, Transfixing Fang, and Vigilant Ear. These
classes are best suited to Khajiit, obviously, but a little

renaming will make it acceptable for other races as well.
As this mod is actually a compilation of five role-playin...

3065 Gadan
Pharlans Races MMH 70-12606 Kzinistzerg 2008-03-21

This adds on a new race, the Gadan Pharlans. Gadan
Pharlans are a red-and-black subrace of Pharlan with a

few minor tweaks but much the same stats and the same
powers.   Original Pharlans can be found at:

Changelog:Version 2.0   All new from-scratch texture...

1369 Housepod
Pack Houses MMH 44-13997 KzinistZerg 2010-06-27

This mod is a packet of small housepods. The housepods
have beds, tables and shelves, along with some minimal

decor and LOTS of storage space. These are simple
houses, so they have no teleporters or mannequins or

anything fancy or scripted. They are also all accessible by
walking or swimming and ...


